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The Medicon Valley Beacons is part of the collaboration project “Medicon Valley—a world class life science cluster” 

Between Medicon Valley Alliance and Invest in Skåne. It is partly funded by the EU Interreg IV Programme 




  

  

  

  

  

  

  
  
  
  
  

  










        







      





 





 

   

       

        







      



     



        

      













     



    

       



   

    

 















     

  

    



       

      







 





      

       

      

















           



       


















       

      

       















    

         











      









      

  





        







     



     















        



 











      



      



 









        



   

 



       
















       











        

  













     









    





















    







 

     
















          













  



        

         

    

      

     

      

    

  

   









      

    



      



  

       

 













  





   



      

  



      

     
































   



      



 

     

        





    



  











       



   

      



   

 

















     





      



     





     

     

     

   

       

 

      





     

       



 

 





 











 







       

      



    













      



      

       







 





      



     
















        

 





      

 









  



      





     









    



    



    

        





















 





  

       

       





        













     

       







       

      

        

     





     

      

        

         

 

















     







  





       



       

       







        

  







    

  

        









 

       









   

      

      



    

     

  

  







    

       

    







        



  

         

       

       



       



     

      



















   













 

      







 







        

       
















     

       

          

  

         



  

       

          

 







  



 









      












      





  







   











      

    





















 












 
















 



































































 






 



























     

 

       

 

  

      

       



     








       









 




       



   



















      





   

     

























 

      

    







 





  



     







      

       



 



     















 




      

      



      

    













      

     

      

        



       















       











     

   

       

     



       



     

















   

       



      











 



      



























  

   











 





    

     

     

    

      

     

     









 

    

    



    



      











 



























 







    

      

     

      

     



 

 








      



     

        

   





      



      

       

      







      










     

















         











    

       







 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



 

 

 










     

       





      











    











        

     











     



  

       

   





        







     



 



     

  

    

    



    



 







         

      

    







         

        

   

       

    





    



     

       

        

 

     

       












       

          

    





 


        

       

      





     

    













     









     



 



 



 

 



 







     







      







      

      





       

      

















 


       



   

       

      







  

    







    



      















 







 



 



 

      

















 



 

     

 



     





        

      

      

       





      











 

 

 

 



 









 



       

     







 

 

 

 

 

 

 



   

     

       







  







     



 








     



 

       

 











     

      

     

      

    



       









 














    









 







      

     

    



  

        

      





      



     





    

     









 




       









 



















































































